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June and serenity can't seem to catch a break, but this time their issues are centered around a "who" and not a "what". Will June get past it so that they can try once again to make things work? Jy and Nixon are finally finding their way, but as always, the past has a way of creeping in and shaking up solid foundations. Rachel is bound and determined to ruin Serenity’s life because she’s too insane to realize that the only person she has to blame for her misfortune is herself, but this time, Serenity isn’t playing nice. Will Rachel get what she deserves, or will she get what she wants? With a few "business" complications and a test of love, Street Legacy 3 has just the right combination of love, hate action and drama. Happy endings aren't always so happy... or are they?
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**Customer Reviews**

It did pick right where part 2 left off. Rachel is crazy and I’m glad that Serenity finally put her in her place. Nixon parent are something else who does that to there child. I was happy to see that everyone gotten an happy ending.

This is was one of my favorite series by KC Mills. The Frost brothers were crazy cocky but they
loved their women and would do anything in the world for them. I thought June and Serenity had the
craziest relationships every its so funny to see things from both their point of view though I did think
that June was a little over the top but I got it. I thought Jy and Nixon were so cute and to find out
what she went through broke my heart. Her parents were bogus for their behavior towards her so
I’m glad Jy let them know it won’t be tolerated. Though the story ended I kinda feel like it’s
incomplete. We never get to find out what happens with Harlee, is Rachel really done with her antics
and it seems like we should know more about Essence and Juelz as well as if June actually
proposes to Serenity and how does he do it? Just feels like there should be more because the
ending though an epilogue it ended abrupt.

This series was so good loved June and Jy them boys were the truth and enjoyed there ladies
Serenity and Nixon thoses ladies kept the men on there toes!!!!! Loved it great
series  ☺  ☺  ☺  ☺  ☺  ☺

5+ stars. Great book(series). As always you did your thang on this book so glad Juno did not kill ten
after finding him kissing her. I thought I was in love with June and Ren , but I liked Jy and Nixon
more. I loved the way they were with one another. Rachel needed someone to beat her a couple
more times to knock some sense into her. I liked how it ended it wasn’t your typical ending where
they get married and have a live happily ever after you left it open just in case you want to bring it
back with June and Ren getting married and Rachel still coming after her (hint hint). Overall
amazing job again!!!

I’m so running out of things to say about this author here Ms K.C Mills. You have never, never
disappointed me. Every single book that you put out is unique and has its own style and they are
always the bomb.com. You are truly talented, knowledgable and great and what you do. This series,
like the many others you have written was fantastic! You left no stones unturned. KC Mills the Great!
You are truly one of my best authors to read. Loved it! Take another bow ....you deserve it!

It was good which I already knew it would be! Juno and Jyro are definitely in love and they love
hard. I was hoping when she went into labor she would get a surprise and had twin girls with the
other baby hidden behind the other one. Nixon and Jy just belong together and I love their bond
hopefully we get an update about them and also Essence and Juelz.
Another Great read by Mrs. Mills. I love how I don’t have to wait log for the next book Those Frost
Bothers where the TRUTH. Loved how they loved on Ren & Nixon. Loved the FAITHFULNESS.
Glad Ren finally dealt with Rachel. This was a great series. If you are looking for true love. Great
read. Hate this series had to end. Looking forward for my next series

I just love all your books ...i have yet to read one that i didn't like thus far and for me to say that is
alot now i do normally give good reviews but this series was awesome and different from the rest i
love that everyone didn’t die it was so refreshing to read a story with just enough of
everything.....kudos and can’t wait to see whats next
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